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Gradient flows on nonpositively curved metric 
spaces and harmonic maps 

UWE F. MAYER 

The notion of gradient flows is generalized to a metric space set- 
ting without any linear structure. The metric spaces considered 
are a generalization of Hilbert spaces, and the properties of such 
metric spaces are used to set up a finite-difference scheme of varia- 
tional form. The proof of the Crandall-Liggett generation theorem 
is adapted to show convergence. The resulting flow generates a 
strongly continuous semigroup of Lipschitz-continuous mappings, 
is Lipschitz continuous in time for positive time, and decreases the 
energy functional along a path of steepest descent. In case the 
underlying metric space is a Hilbert space, the solutions result- 
ing from this new theory coincide with those obtained by classical 
methods. As an application, the harmonic map flow problem for 
maps from a manifold into a nonpositively curved metric space is 
considered, and the existence of a solution to the initial boundary 
value problem is established. 

1. Existence theory. 

1.1. Introduction. 

In the past, one assumed an inner-product structure to make sense of the 
term gradient] one worked on a Hilbert space, or on the tangent space 
to a manifold, for example. However, it is possible to do without an inner 
product. The domain of the energy functionals considered herein is assumed 
to be a nonpositively curved metric space (L, D). Let G : L —► R U {+00} 
be the energy functional under consideration. One has to make sense of the 
equation 

du(t) 

dt 
= -VG(u(t)). 
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The time derivative is replaced by a finite difference 

«(t + ft)-tt(t) = 
a 

which in the variational formulation formally translates into a penalty term: 

u{t + h)    minimizes   u H-> G(U) + —D2(u, u(t)). 

It will be shown that under suitable assumptions on G a unique minimizer 
u(t + h) exists. For fixed h > 0 let J^ : L —> L be the map which assigns the 
corresponding minimizer of the above time-step energy functional, formally 

Jh = (I + hVG) -i 

Here / stands for the identity map. Applying Jh to an element -UQ of L 
corresponds to a discrete time step of width h along the gradient flow of G 
starting at UQ. Therefore J^/n(uo) should be a reasonable approximation of 
the solution to the gradient flow at time £, since it corresponds to taking n 
steps of width t/n. Formally, one has the following equality: 

In the theory of semigroups of operators one considers equations of the 
form 

Setting up an implicit finite-difference scheme leads to the consideration of 

The Crandall-Liggett generation theorem [2] concerns the convergence of 
(1.1) for a nonlinear operator A defined on a Banach space. It is possible 
to adapt the proof of this theorem to the current situation. Of course, as 
VG, which plays the role of A, needs not to exist, statements involving A 
have to replaced by equivalent statements about J^. In the sequel it will 
be shown that the maps Jh are uniformly Lipschitz, and that the resolvent 
identity holds. These results together with a simple a priori estimate allow 
to show that {^^(^o)} forms a Cauchy sequence in L. The outline of the 
proof follows closely the original proof of the Crandall-Liggett generation 
theorem in [2]. 
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After completing the mathematical portion of this paper the author dis- 
covered that certain of the lemmas have been derived independently (and 
several months earlier) by J. Jost [7]. In particular, Jost proves the well- 
definedness and nonexpansiveness of the maps J^ as well as the resolvent 
identity (Theorem 1.8, Lemma 1.12, Lemma 1.10) for the important special 
case of a convex energy functional. Jost's aim in [7] is to find generalized 
harmonic maps; he does not address the parabolic problem (gradient flows), 
which is studied herein. 

According to M. Crandall, about 25 years ago W. Helton remarked al- 
ready that the Crandall-Liggett generation theorem could be extended to 
metric spaces. However, W. Helton did not publish his findings, and the 
author of this paper does not know any further details. 

The Crandall-Liggett generation theorem generalizes the Hille-Yosida 
generation theorem for linear operators to nonlinear operators on a Banach 
space. This new theory in turn is about nonlinear domain spaces. The main 
assumptions made will be assumptions on the convexity of both the func- 
tional G and the underlying space L. The results described herein indicate 
that it is natural to look at the functional itself rather than at the gradient of 
the functional. Although stronger assumptions like a Hilbert space setting 
allow one to come to stronger conclusions, they are not really necessary for a 
satisfactory theory. Of course, the term gradient flow has to be interpreted 
in a wider sense, perhaps as flow along the most rapid decrease of the given 
functional. 

The introduction to Section 2 gives a description of the properties of the 
generated flow. 

1.2. NPC spaces. 

1.2.1. Introduction.     Most of what appears in this section is included 
in [9]. 

A complete metric space (L, D) is called a nonpositively curved (NPC) 
space if it satisfies the following two conditions. 

(a) For any two elements u, v of L there is a rectifiable curve from u to 
v with length D(u,v). In other words, L is assumed to be a length space. 
Distance realizing curves are called geodesies. 

(b) For any three points v, tzo? ui and choices of connecting geodesies 
7i;,iio5 7txo,ui> 7wi,v the following comparison principle holds. Let m be the 
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point on 7U0)Ul which is a fraction t of the distance from UQ to ui, 

(1.2) 
^(^o, ut) = ^(^o, ^i),        D(ut, ui) = (1 - t)D(uo, ui). 

The NPC hypothesis is the following inequality for 0 < t < 1 : 

(1.3) 
D2(v, ut) < (1 - t)D2(v, UQ) + tD2(v, ui) - *(1 - t)D2(uo, ui). 

Geometrically this inequality arises by considering a triangle in R2 with 
the same side lengths as the triangle in L from above. Denote the vertex 
corresponding to v by V, similarly the point Ut corresponds to ut- The NPC 
hypothesis is that the distance D(v, Ut) be bounded above by the Euclidean 
distance \V — Ut\. A computation of the Euclidean distance yields (1.3). 

Examples of NPC spaces are Hilbert spaces; trees; Euclidean buildings; 
and complete, simply connected Riemannian manifolds with nonpositive 
sectional curvature. Furthermore, if X is an NPC space and if (M, g) is a 
Riemannian manifold, then the space L2{M,X) is also an NPC space. 

NPC spaces have the following properties [9, 12]. 

Theorem 1.1. Let (L,D) be an NPC space. 
(a) For any two points u, v in L there is a unique connecting geodesic. 
(b) Let VQ, vij UQ, and ui be four points in L and define Ut to be the point 

i which is a fraction t of the distance from UQ to ui. For any 0 < t < 1 the 
following quadrilateral comparison holds: 

D2{uu VQ) + D2(ui-U vi)   <   D2(uo, VQ) + D2(ui, vi) + 2t2D2(uo, ui) 

+t(D2(vo,v1)-D2(uo,u1)) 

(1.4) -t(I>(vo,vi)-2?(wo,wi))2. 

A consequence of (a) is that given two points UQ, UI there is a unique point ut 
which satisfies (1.2). This fact has been used in the formulation of statement 
(b) of the theorem. One often writes ut = (1 — t)uo + tui] this also enables 
one to introduce the concept of convexity to the NPC space setting. A 
function G : L —» R U {+00} is said to be convex if for all t G [0,1] one has 
Gfat) < (1 — t)G(uo) + tG(ui). The function G is said to be strictly convex 
if this inequality is strict for t G (0,1). 

Inequality (1.3) implies that balls in L are uniformly convex. This fact 
has been used in [10] to generalize a well-known fact from the theory of 
uniformly convex Banach spaces to the NPC setting. The proof is essentially 
the same as in the Banach space version, see for example [5], and the idea 
also appears implicitly in Lemma 2 of [6]. 
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Theorem 1.2. Let Sk be a descending sequence of nonempty bounded con- 
vex closed sets in an NPC space L. Then the intersection f] Sk is nonempty. 

1.2.2. Convex functionals on NPC spaces.    The aim of this section 
is to provide a few lemmas that will be needed in the sequel. 

Lemma 1.3. Let (L, D) be an NPC space and G : L —> RU {+oo}. IfG is 
convex and lower semicontinuous then G is bounded from below on bounded 
subsets of L. Furthermore, G attains its infimum on nonempty bounded 
convex closed subsets of L. The resulting minimizer is unique if G is strictly 
convex. 

Proof. It is clearly enough to consider the case of a nonempty bounded 
convex closed set S C L because any bounded set is contained in a closed 
geodesic ball of sufficiently large radius. Define 

m = inf G(u). 

Assume m < oo and define for k G N 

/TN f m + l/k    form^—oo, 
ra(fc)    =    {      ,      ,        r 

[ — k tor m = —oo, 

Sk   =   {ueS : G{u) <m(fc)}. 

By construction {Sk} is a decreasing sequence of bounded sets. Each set 
Sk is closed because S is closed and G is lower semicontinuous. Each set 
Sk is convex because both S and G are convex. Theorem 1.2 is therefore 
applicable, and {^Sk 7^ {}. Let u be an element of this intersection. The 
lower semicontinuity of G implies G(u) < m. This is clearly impossible if 
m = —00. Hence m must be finite, and u is a minimizer for G restricted to 
S. As any strictly convex function attains its minimum at most once, this 
minimizer is unique if G is strictly convex. □ 

Corollary 1.4. Let L be an NPC space and G : L —» RU{+oo} be a convex 
lower semicontinuous functional. If G has a bounded minimizing sequence 
then G attains its infimum. 

Proof. Let {un}'^)
=1 be a minimizing sequence for G with D(uo,un) < C 

for n G N and some C > 0. By the lemma G attains its minimum on the 
set S = {u G L : D{u, UQ) < C}, and the minimum on S is the same as the 
infimum on all of L. □ 

The lemma enables one to make the following definition. 
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Definition 1. Let L be an NPC space and G : L -» RU {+00} be a convex 
lower semicontinuous functional. Denote the closed geodesic ball of radius r 
about w G L by B(w, r). The minimal function of G centered at some point 
w G L is defined via 

m(G,w) : [0,oo)   -►   RU{+oo}, 

r   H->       inf    G(,u). 
uGB(w,r) 

It is clear from the definition that m(G,w) is a decreasing function, 
and provided G ^ 00, that there is a radius i? > 0 such that one has 
m(G,w)(r) < 00 for r > R. In the latter case Lemma 1.3 guarantees the 
existence of a point v(r) E L with m(G,w)(r) = G(v(r)). This point needs 
not to be unique if G is not strictly convex. Let ri, r2 be two radii for which 
m(G^w) is finite, and for t G (0,1) let v = tv(ri) + (1 — fyvfa) for some 
choice of v(ri) and vfo)- By the convexity of the distance function for NPC 
spaces one has D{v,w) < iri + (l—i)r2, that is v G B{w,tri + (1—t)r2)- The 
convexity of G implies G{y) < tG(v{ri)) + (1 - t)G(v(r2)) = im(G, w)(ri) + 
(1 - t)m(G,w)(r2). As m(G,w)(tr1 + (1 - t)r2) < G(i;) this shows that 
m(G, w) is convex. The convexity implies continuity for r > 0. Continuity at 
r = 0 follows from the lower semicontinuity of G. This proves the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 1.5. Let L be an NPC space and G : L —> RU {+00} be a convex 
lower semicontinuous functional The minimal function of G as defined in 
Definition 1 is convex and continuous. 

While the first lemma above showed that a convex lower semicontinuous 
functional G is bounded from below on bounded sets of L, it is still to 
be seen how badly G can go to negative infinity as its argument becomes 
unbounded. The lemma below states that the behavior is in some sense at 
most linear. 

Lemma 1.6. Let L be an NPC space and let G : L —> R U {+00} be a 
convex lower semicontinuous functional. Then there is a constant C > 0 
depending only on G such that for any w G L 

iiminf ^L>_c. 
Dfawi-KX) D{U,W) 

Proof. If G = 00 then there is nothing to prove. Assume therefore that 
G ^ 00.   Pick some wo G L with G(wo) < 00.   For any convex function 
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/ : [0, oo) —* R and t > 1 one has the following inequality 

/(t)>/(0) + t(/(l)-/(0)). 

Apply this to the function m(G, wo). For any u E L 

G(u)   >   m(G,wo)(D(u,wo)) 

>   m(G,wo)(0) + D(u,wo)(m(G,wo)(l) - m(G,wo){0)). 

This inequality together with Dfawo) > D{u,w) — D(w1wo) yields the 
statement of the lemma. □ 

Definition 2. Assume L is an NPC space and and G : L —> R U {+00}. 
The functional G is said to be uniformly convex if there is some e > 0 such 
that for t G [0,1] and all UQ, UI G L: 

G(ut) < (1 - t)G(uo) + tGiui) - et(l - ^(uo^i). 

Remark. If there is an e > 0 and a WQ G L such that u H-» G(U) — eD2 (u, WQ) 

is a convex functional, then G is uniformly convex. If L is a Hilbert space or 
if L is an NPC space of finite diameter with curvature bounded from below 
then this condition is in fact equivalent to uniform convexity. In the smooth 
case the inequality in the definition corresponds to a positive lower bound 
on the second derivative. 

Lemma 1.7. Let L be an NPC space and G : L —► RU{+oo}; G ^ 00. If G 
is uniformly convex and lower semicontinuous then G is bounded from below; 
furthermoref every minimizing sequence converges to the unique minimizer 
ofG. 

Proof. Assume inf G = —00, then by Corollary 1.4 every minimizing se- 
quence {uk} becomes unbounded. Pick some w G L with G(w) < 00. For 
Vk = jtu + ^Uk the definition of uniform convexity implies 

lim — r = -00, 
k->oo D(W, Vk) 

which contradicts Lemma 1.6. Hence G must have been bounded from 
below. 

The following idea is well known.  Again, let {uk} be a minimizing se- 
quence. Then 

11 1 11 
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implies 
lim  i)2(^,iXj) = 0. 

Hence every minimizing sequence is a Cauchy sequence, and this implies the 
lemma. □ 

1.3. A finite-difference scheme. 

Let (L, D) be an NPC space and G : L -> R U {+00}, with G ^ 00. The 
functional G will be fixed for the rest of the section. As L has no inner- 
product structure an equation of the form 

is therefore to be interpreted in a wider sense. As outlined in the intro- 
duction to this part of the paper, formal discretization in time suggests a 
variational problem. 

Definition 3. For fixed h > 0 and UQ G L define the time-step energy 
functional via 

(1.5) E(u] uo, h) = G{u) + ^D2(u, uo), 

and the time-step map via 

(1.6) Jh : L —► L,     E{Jh{v)\v,h) = mmE(u;v,h). 
ueL 

It now needs to be shown that Jh is a well-defined mapping. In other words, 
one has to show that the implicit time-step problem has a unique solution. 

In the following theorem, as always, let ut denote the unique element of 
L which is a fraction t from UQ to ui. 

Theorem 1.8 (Solvability of the time-step problem). (See also [7].) 
Let (L, D) be an NPC space and G : L -> R U {+00}, G ^ 00. Assume 
(a) G is lower semicontinuous, 
(b) 3S > 0 such that G(ut) < (1 - t)G(uo) + tG(ui) + St(l - t)D2{u^ ui) 
for t E [0,1] and all UQ, UI £ L. 
Then for given v G L and 0 < h < ^ there is a unique minimizer for 
E(.-}v,h). 
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Proof. Fix h < T^g and pick some e > 0 with h < 2(s+e)' Define 

Ee(uti v, h) = G{ut) + (^ - eJ D2(ut, v). 

Take UQ ^ ui G L and t G (0,1). Then by assumption (b) and the NPC 
hypothesis (1.3) 

E€(ut;v,h)   <   (l~-t)G(txo) + ^(^i) + 5t(l-t)i?2(^o,^i) 

+ (^ - e) ((1 - t)D2(u0, v) + tD2(uuv) 

- t(l - t)Z?2(tzo,wi)) 

<   (l-t)jE;e(izo;^/i) + ^e(^i;^^). 

This shows the strict convexity of the functional Ee{.]v,h). This functional 
is lower semicontinuous by the assumption on G. Note that the same is true 
for E(.; v, h) as this is the special case 6 = 0. Now fix some e > 0. Lemma 
1.6 implies the existence of constants Ci and C2 with 

E<:(u', v, h) > -d - C2D(u, v). 

Since e > 0 this shows 

E{u\ v, h) = Ee{u\ v, h) + €D2(u, v) —> 00 

as D(u,v) —> 00. Pick a u G L with G(u) < 00, then there is a radius 
R such that E{u;v,h) > E(u;v,h) for all u g B(v,R). Here B{v,R) de- 
notes the closed geodesic ball of radius R about v. The statement of the 
theorem follows from an application of Lemma 1.3 with S = B{v^R) and 
G = E(.;v,h). □ 

Corollary 1.9. Lei L and G be as in the theorem above. Then for any 
v G L 

liminf      ffi)    >-g. 
D(u,v)-+oo DZ(U,V) 

Proof. The proof of the theorem showed 

Gfa) + 4^2(^'") ^ -Ci - C2l>(ti, v) + eD2(u, v) Zn 

for e > 0 sufficiently small and some constants Ci and C2. This implies 

limint_p_> 1. 
D(it,v)-*cx5 D2(u, v) 2h 
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The statement of the corollary follows after one lets first e —> 0, and then 
h -+ 1/(25). □ 

Remarks. (1) If G is convex the constant S can be chosen to be arbitrarily 
small and one has a unique minimizer for E(.; v, h) for all h > 0. 
(2) If assumption (b) is replaced by the stronger assumption of convexity for 
G, then the above proof still holds if one does not assume L to be NPC, but 
assumes only that D2{ut,v) is a strictly convex function of t and that the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.2 holds. In particular the result holds for convex 
functional on uniformly convex Banach spaces. 
(3) Condition (b) implies that u H-> G(U) + SD

2
(U,WQ) is convex for any 

WQ G L. If L is a Hilbert space then these two conditions are equivalent. In 
the smooth case this corresponds to a lower bound for the second derivative 
ofG. 

Lemma 1,10 (Resolvent identity), (See also [7].) Assume L and G 
satisfy the assumptions of Theorem 1.8. For fi > A > 0 and Jh as defined 
in (1.6) the following holds: 

(1.7) Mv) = Jx (^—^Mv) + -v) . 

Here ^rp^C^O + T^ denotes the element of L a fraction ~ along the geodesic 
from Jfi(v) to v. 

Proof. Let w = ^-Jfi(v) + jjjv. The following two inequalities follow 
directly from the minimizing properties of JA(W) and J^v): 

(1.8) G(Jx(w)) + ±-D2(Jx(w),w)   <   G(J^)) + ^£»2(J»^)> 

G(Mv)) + ^D2(Mv), v)   <   G(Jx(w)) + ^VAM, V) . 

Combining these two inequalities and using ^ + ^- = 1, together with 

D(wtv) = ^D(J^v),v) and D(wt J») = ^(J^v),v), yields 

D2(Jx^),v) > ^D2(Jx(w),w) + -^.D\w,v). 

Applying Jensen's inequality to the triangle inequality results in the com- 
peting inequality 

D2(Jx(w),v)   <   (D(Jx(w),w) + D(w,v))2 

<   ^D2(Jx(w),w) + -^—D2(w,v). 
A fl — A 
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Therefore the above inequalities are in fact all equalities. In particular equal- 
ity in (1.8) implies JA(W) = Jn(v) due to the uniqueness of the minimizer of 
the time-step energy. □ 

Remark. The above proof only uses the NPC property for the well- 
definedness of the time-step map J^. If the existence of J^ can be guaranteed 
otherwise then the proof still goes through. In particular the resolvent iden- 
tity holds for convex functionals on uniformly convex Banach spaces, cf. the 
remarks after Theorem 1.8. 

Lemma 1.11. Let UQ G L be such that G(UQ) < oo and define recursively 
Uj+i = Jh^Uj), where G is assumed to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.8. 
Fix some WQ € L and let 

G(u) 
A = — min \ 0,    lim inf    --777  > 

I     D(tM/;o)-KX> DZ(U, WQ) > 

If A 7^ 0 assume jh < 1/(16^4), otherwise assume jh < T for some T > 0. 
Then 

(1.9) D2(uo1uj)<Bjh. 

Here B is a constant depending only on G{UQ), D(UQ,WQ), and A or T, 
respectively. 

Remark. By the triangle inequality the constant A is independent of the 
choice of WQ £ L; by Corollary 1.9 one has A < S. 
Proof. As ui+i minimizes E^^u^h) one has E(ui+i]Ui,h) < E{ui',ui,h). 
By Definition 3 of the time-step energy functional this is equivalent to 

(1.10) ihD2{ul+u Ul) - G{ui) ~ G(um) • 

The triangle inequality together with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies 

D2(uo, Uj) <(^2 D{uu ui+i)J   < 3 ^ D2{ui, ui+i). 

Combining these inequalities results in a telescoping sum and yields 

(1.11) D2{uo, UJ) < 2jh(G(uo) - Giuj)). 

By definition of A there is a K > 0 such that G(u) > —K — CD2(u,wo), 
where C = 2A if A ^ 0, and C = 1/(8T) otherwise. This together with the 
squared triangle inequality implies 

D2(uo, UJ) < 2jh{G(uo) + K + 2C(D2(uj, UQ) + D2(uo, wo))), 
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and as by the assumptions 4C'jh < 1/2, one obtains 

D2(uo, UJ) < 4jh{G(uo) + K + 2CD2{uo, WQ)) , 

and the proof is complete. □ 

Remarks. If G is bounded from below on all of L then (1.11) shows that 
one can choose B = 2(G(uo) — m{ueLG(u)) and the estimate holds for all 
j and h. The estimate also holds for a convex functional on a uniformly 
convex Banach space. 

Recall that for a map F from a metric space into itself the Lipschitz 
norm is defined as follows: 

m       — P^W-PW) ■1H.--S     />(„,„)      ' 

Lemma 1.12. (See also [7].) Assume L and G are as in Theorem 1.8. 
Then for given h with 0 < h < -^ the map J^ as defined in (1.6) is Lipschitz 
continuous with 

lJhk*-vr=m- 
Proof. Take two points ^o^i and let ui = J/^ff), i = 1,2, and Ut = 
(1 — t)uQ + tui. Using assumption (b) from Theorem 1.8 for ut and ui-t 
yields 

G(ut) + G(ui-t) < G(uo) + G(wi) + 25t(l - *)£>2(uo, ^i). 

The quadrilateral comparison (1.4) implies 

—D2(uuvo) + —D2{u1-Uvi)   <   —D
2
{UQ,VQ) + —D

2
{U1,V1) 

t2 

+—D2(uoJu1) 

+^(D2(v(hv1)-D2{u(hu1)) 

- 2^P(^o, vi) - D(uo, tzi))2 . 

Adding these two inequalities together and regrouping the terms results in 

E(ut; vo, h) + E(ui-t] vi, h)   <   E(UQ] VQ, h) + E(ui\ v\, h) 

~ ((1 - 4S/i)D2(uo, ui) - D2{vo, vi) 

+{D(uo,ui) - D{vQ,vi))2) 

+ t^(l-2Sh)D2(u(hu1) a 
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The minimality of E(ui',Vi) h) for i = 1,2 implies 

E(UQ] VQ, h) + E(u\\ vi, /i) < E(ut\ vo, /i) + -Efai-*; vi, /i), 

and therefore 

0   <   -((l-45/i)D2(^o^i)~^2K^i) + (^o^i)-^(^o^i))2) 

+2t(l - 2Sh)D2{uo,ul). 

Drop the squared difference term and let t —> 0. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. □ 

Remarks. This lemma does not hold in a uniformly convex Banach space, 
even if the functional G is assumed to be convex. The reason is that the 
nearest-point projection onto a line can be distance increasing, even in a two- 
dimensional, uniformly convex, smooth Banach space. As an example, take 
the space L = Z3(R2) and the points VQ = (0,0) and vi = (5,4), and project 
them onto the line going through the origin and the point (2,1). A simple 
computation shows that the projections uo and ui are further apart than 
VQ and vi. Let ei = vi—ui and e2 = (2,1), then {el, e2} constitutes a basis of 
L. Define a convex continuous functional G via G(xiei+X2e2) = max{a;i, 0}. 
It is clear that Jh(vo) = ^o for any h > 0 because ?;o = ^o = (0,0), and that 
Jh{vi) = ui if h is sufficiently large (a computation shows h > 5 suffices). 
Hence Jh is distance increasing. 

Theorem 1.13 (Existence). Let (L,D) be an NPC space and UQ be a 
point in L. For the functional G : L —> RU {+00} assume the following 
properties: 
(a) G is lower semicontinuous, 
(b) 35 > 0 such that G(vt) < (1 - i)G(i;o) + tG(i/i) + ^(1 - t)D2{vQ,vi) 
for t € [0,1] and all i>o, vi € L, 
(c) G(^o) < 00 . 
Fix any v £ L and let 

rinlo,   liminf   —^7 r>, 

for A = 0, 
r]       forA>0. 

A   =   — min 

r (0,00) 
A   '   I (0,ife] 

Let Jh be the time-step map as defined in (1.6).   Then there is a function 
u : I A —* L with 

(1.12) «(t) = nlim j;}>o), 
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and 

(1.13) G(u(t)) < G(uo). 

The convergence is uniform for 0 < t < T for any T G I A- Furthermore, 
the limit of u(t) as t —► 0 exists and 

(1.14) \imu(t) = uo. 

Proof. This proof follows closely the original proof of the Crandall-Liggett 
generation theorem in [2]. For n>m and /x > A > 0 let 

Take A small enough so that 45A < 1 and let a = A///, (3 = (/x — A)//z, 
as = (1 - 4SA)-1a, and /35 = (1 - 4SA)-1/?. The following chain of (in-) 
equalities uses the resolvent identity (Lemma 1.10), the uniform Lipschitz 
continuity of J\ (Lemma 1.12), and the NPC hypothesis (1.3): 

am,n =   D^Jxiajp-^ + pJ^iuo^JZiuo)) 

< (1 - 45A)-1D2(aJ--1(^o) + Wtio), jr1(*o)) 

< (1 - 45A)-1(aJD
2(J^1M, ^T'M) 

+(3D2(J™(uo), J^'M) - *PD*(jp-^uo), J?(uo))) 

(1.15) <    a5am-ijn_i + Ps^m.n-l • 

The following lemmas are quoted from [2]. 

Lemma 1.14. For positive a, f3 with a+/3 = 1 and for as = (1 —4iS'A)~"1a, 
Ps = (1 — 45A)"""1/? the recursion inequality (1.15) implies 

am.n   <   (1 - 45A)-" j; a^"^' ( "    a,,,-^ 
3=0 ^ J   ' 

(1.16) + E(l - 4S\)-tcr0l-m ( 3
m~_\ ) ao.n.j . 

Lemma 1.15. Ze^ m, n G N, n > m, and a, (3 positive with a + (3 = 1. 

771—1 • \ -•   In 

J3 ^'^ (   "   ) (m " J)    ^     (("" * m)2 + "^ 
j=0 \ J / 
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Lemma 1.11 shows the existence of a constant B such that 

am-jfl   <   B(m - J)IJL , 

ao,n-j    <   B(n-j)X 

holds. These estimates in combination with Lemma 1.14 result in 

m—1 

am,n   <   B(l-45ArnX;a,'/3n"i( ? )("»-J> 

(1.17) +5 ^ (1 - 45A)-^V— ( ^I1! ) (n - j)A • 
j=m ^ ^ 

Now apply Lemma 1.15 to this inequality, 

am,n    <   5(l-4S'A)"n|((na-m)2 + nQ:i5)     // 

+(^ + (v+m-n)) A}- 
Recall that a = A///, and ft = (fi — A)//i. Hence 

am,n    <   J5(l-45A)-n{((nA-m/x)2 + nA(M-A))1/2 

+ (m^(^ — A) + (m/x — nA)2 J      >. 

Note that 

(1.18) (1 - x)-n < e2nx 

for 0 < x < 1/2, see [2]. Thus for 45A < 1/2 one obtains 

am,n   <   ^^{((nA-m^ + nA^-A))172 

+ f mudj, — A) + (ra/x — nA)2 j      >. 

Now set 
/i = t/m,    A = t/n, 

and recall that amin = D2(J™(uo),Jx(v®)).   Then the above inequality 
simplifies considerably, 

n     1 \ 1/2 

D2(J?(uo), JTM) < 2BTe8ST I---) ^ \m     n J 
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where n > m > 0 and 0 < t < T. Here m/x = t < T and nX = t < T so 
the application of Lemma 1.11 is justified by the choice of T. One also has 
ASX < 1/2 if n is large enough so that (1.18) could be used. 

This last inequality clearly implies that the sequence {-^^(^o)} is uni- 
formly Cauchy. If one defines u(t) to be the limit of this sequence then 
(1.12) holds. Dropping the distance term in (1.11) and setting h = £/n, 
j = n results in 

G(Jr/n(«o))<G(uo), 
which together with the lower semicontinuity of G implies (1.13). 

Lemma 1.11 also implies (again, set h = t/n, j = n) 

(1.19) D2(uo,J?/n(u0))<Bt, 

which in the limit as n —> oo converges to 

D2(uo,u(t)) <Bt. 

Therefore the limit of u(t) as t —> 0 exists and (1.14) holds. The proof of 
Theorem 1.13 is complete. □ 

Remarks.   (1) Corollary 1.9 shows A < S.  If either G is bounded from 
below or convex then A = 0. 
(2) The proof shows that in fact more is true. If a(n) £ N and b(n) 6 R 

with lim a(n) = oo and lim = 1 then 
n—>oo n—>oo 0(77,) 

In particular 
u(t)=  lim 4/h](uo) 

where [.] denotes the greatest integer function; see also [2]. 

2. Properties of the flow. 

2.1. Introduction. 

The Crandall-Ligget generation theorem [2] concerns more than just the 
convergence of the finite-difference scheme. It also states that the limit 
generates a continuous semigroup of operators.   This is also true in this 
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general setting. More precisely, let the flow map Ft(u) be defined as the 
flow at time t starting at u G L. Then for fixed u the map t »-* Ft(u) is 1/2- 
Holder continuous, and Lipschitz continuous for positive time. Also, for fixed 
t the map u *-* Ft(u) is Lipschitz continuous. In case the functional under 
consideration is convex, this last map is nonexpanding. This is well-known 
for the Hilbert-space case [1, 3]. Also, if the metric space is in fact a Hilbert 
space, then the finite-difference scheme presented herein is equivalent to the 
finite-difference scheme by Crandall and Liggett for the subdifferential of 
the functional. 

The semigroup property, of course, is also intuitively clear: A gradient 
flow is supposed to be a curve along the steepest descent of an energy func- 
tional. It only makes sense, that if one starts at some point and goes for 
some time 5, then stops, starts again, and goes for another time t, then 
one should end up at the same position as if one would have started at the 
same initial point and gone for a time s + t. The semigroup property can be 
used to continue the flow for all time, because the existence-time interval is 
independent of the initial point of the flow. 

The existence theorem from Section 1 shows that the time-step solutions 
J^/n(u) converge to the flow Ft(u) in the metric sense. It will be shown 
that this also implies the convergence of the functional G. In other words, 
G(Jf/7») converges to G(Ft(u)). 

The almost-convexity assumption on the functional G allows to assign 
a slope to each point of the graph. This function is denoted by |V_G|, and 
is lower semicontinuous. The minus sign in the notation is a reminder that 
the graph may have corners, and that the absolute value of the descending 
slope has been chosen. As the flow is Lipschitz for positive time, it should 
be differentiable (almost everywhere) in some sense. In fact, it is possible 
to show for all times t 

1.mD(F,+,W,F,W) = 

s->0+ S 

In other words, the speed of the flow is equal to the slope of the graph, 
which generalizes the equation \uf(t)\ = \VG(u(t))\ from the smooth case. 
Stationary points are exactly the places where |V_G| vanishes, and once the 
flow reaches a stationary point, it stays there for all later times. Further- 
more, the flow does proceed into the direction of the steepest descent of the 
functional: If the flow is not stationary one has 

.-o+     iJ(FH.,(u),i?1(ti)) " " 
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These characterizations also allow to show that the function G(Ft(u)), which 
is Lipschitz continuous, is strictly decreasing as long as the flow is not sta- 
tionary. They can also be used to show directly (without reference to the 
results by Crandall and Liggett in [2]) that if the underlying space is a 
Hilbert space, and if the flow is differentiable with respect to time, then 
the derivative of the flow is the element of smallest norm in the negative 
subdifferential of the functional, cf. [1] for the Hilbert-space case. 

The behavior of the flow for large time is usually of interest if one 
wants to find stationary points for the functional, i.e. solve the elliptic prob- 
lem. Although it is true that if G(Ft(u)) stays bounded from below then 
\V-G\(Ft(u)) —> 0 as t —> oo, it is not true in general that the flow con- 
verges. However, if it does, then the limit is a stationary point. If one 
assumes a suitable compactness condition of the functional in form of a gen- 
eralized Palais-Smale condition, then convergence can be asserted. Also, 
the mountain-pass theorem generalizes to this metric space setting. 

Finally, for the important special case of a convex functional, one obtains 
stronger results. The flow crosses level sets perpendicularly (in a suitable 
sense). The only stationary points are the minimizers of the functional, and 
there is a minimizer if and only if the flow stays bounded. In any case, 
G(Ft(u)) converges to the infimum of G as t —> oo. If the functional is 
additionally known to be uniformly convex, or if the flow stays bounded 
and the metric space is finitely compact, then the limit of the flow exists, 
and is a minimizer of the functional. 

2.2. Continuity. 

The following is a formal definition of the flow map. 

Definition 4. Let IA be as in Theorem 1.13. The flow map F is defined 
via 

F : TA x {u e L : G(u) < oo}   ->   L 

(£, uo)    »-+   u(t) 

where u(t) is defined in (1.12) for t > 0 and u(0) = WQ. Ft denotes the map 

{u e L : G(u) < oo} -» L,    u i-> F(t, u). 

Let Jh be the time-step maps as defined in Section 1.   Since one has 
jn Jt/n Lip ^ II4/nllup ^ f1 " 4^/nrn/2 and Jim (1 - ASt/n)^'2 = e2S\ 

one concludes lFt||Lip < e     for the limit Ft of the maps J^n. 
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Theorem 2.1. The maps Ft as defined in Definition 4 are Lipschitz con- 
tinuous with 

lFtlLip<e2St. 

Remark. If G is convex then this shows that the maps Ft are nonexpanding. 
This generalizes the result from the Hilbert-space setting [1, 3]. 

For the case of a convex functional G on a Hilbert space with G(u) < oo 
it is known that the map t »-* Ft(u) is continuous [1, p57]. The following 
theorem generalizes this result to the current setting. 

Theorem 2.2. For given UQ £ L with G(uo) < oo the map 11—► Ft(uo) is 
uniformly Holder continuous with exponent \ on 0 < t < T for any T € IA- 

More preciselyj there is a constant B such that for 0 < s < t < T 

D(Fs(uo), Ft(uo)) < VBe2ST(t - s)1'2 . 

B is the constant from Lemma 1.11. 

Proof. Set fi = t/n and A = s/n in (1.17) where n = m and 0 < s < t < T. 
After simplification this results in 

DHJ?/n(uo), JS%M) < B(l - 4Ss/n)-n £ ( n ) a*/9»^(n - j)£, 
i=o V 3 J n 

where a = Xf/j, and /? = (fj, — A)//x. Note that n/x < T, nA < T, and 
4S'A < 1/2 for n > 8ST, so that the application is justified. Now one 
needs the following two equalities for a, /? with a + (3 = 1, which are quoted 
from [2]. 

j=0   \  J   ' j=0   ^ J   ' 

an. 

These two equalities together with a = X/fi = s/t and the inequality above 
yield 

D2(J?/n(uo), J?/n{uQ)) < B{1 - ±ST/n)-n(t - s). 

The case s = 0 follows from (1.19), if one defines JQ to be the identity map. 
Taking the square root on both sides and letting n —> oo completes the 
proof. □ 

Corollary 2.3.  The flow map F is jointly continuous. That is, the map 

F : 77 x {u G L : G(u) < oo} -* L,     (t, u) h-> Ffa u) 

is continuous. 
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Proof. This is a consequence of the uniform continuity in both variables.D 

Remark. The exponent 1/2 in Theorem 2.2 is sharp in the following sense. 
For /? > ^ there are functional Gp with corresponding flows up{t) such that 
t h-> up{t) is not /?—Holder continuous. For example, take L to be the closed 
interval [0,1] and Gp{u) = 1 - ua with a > 0 and 7 = 1/(2 - a) < /?. Then 

n(i) = (Cat)7 for some constant CQ- solves — = — Gfp(u), u(0) = 0, and 

is clearly not /?—Holder continuous. However, one can show that the flow 
is Lipschitz continuous for positive time. This result needs the semigroup 
property, and is therefore shown in a later section. 

2.3. The semigroup property. 

The aim of this section is to establish 

Fs+t = FsoFt 

for the flow map F. This is first established when the times s and t are the 
same. 

Lemma 2.4. For IA as defined in Theorem 1.13 take k G N with kt G IA, 

then for Ft as defined in Definition 4 the following holds: 

FH = {Ft)k . 

Proof. Only the case k = 2 is shown in detail. The proof for k > 2 proceeds 
analogously. 

Fix UQ G L with G(uo) < 00. The sequence {J^/n(uo)} converges and is 
therefore bounded. Also G(J])n(uo)) < G(uo) is true. Lemma 1.11 implies 
then the existence of a constant B depending only on G(UQ), A, T G I A, 

and the bound on D(J])n(uo),wo) for a fixed WQ £ L, such that 

for 0 < t < T, j < m, and n € N. The proof of the existence of the 
flow (Theorem 1.13) shows then the uniform convergence for n € N and 
0 < t < T of 

W/nM) = Jim^ jym(J»/B(«o)). 

This together with the continuity of Ft then implies 

Ft(Ft(uo))   =    lim   limL J^m(Jt%M)= lim J?/B(J?/B(tio)) 

=   Jjim ^/2n(«o) = FM(«O) , 
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which completes the proof of the lemma. □ 

Theorem 2.5.  The flow map F as defined in Definition 4 has the semi- 
group property, that is for 5, t > 0 with s + t G I A-' 

Fs+t = FsoFt. 

Proof. The outline of this proof follows the presentation in [2]. Let &, /, r, 
5 € N and write F(t) for Ft. The by the previous lemma 

hence F(p + q) = F(p) o F(q) for p, q rational and positive.  The desired 
statement follows now from the continuity of the flow map in the variable t. 

D 

Corollary 2.6. For given UQ G L with G(UQ) < oo the map t >—► G(Ft(uQ)) 
is nonincreasing. 

Proof.   Fix s > 0 and let u(t) be the flow starting at FS(UQ).  Inequality 
(1.13) then reads 

G{u{t)) < G(Fs(u0)). 

By the semigroup property u(t) = ^(^5(^0)) — ^s+t(^o) and hence 

G(Fs+t(uo))<G(Fs(uo)). 

This is the desired statement, as 5, t > 0 were arbitrary. □ 
Another consequence of the semigroup property is the existence of the 

flow for all time even if A > 0. Theorem 1.13 showed the existence of the 
flow up to TA = 3^4. Using the semigroup property one sees that one can 
restart the flow, say, at T4/2, then again at T^, and so on. The flow is then 
defined inductively for all positive times. The properties of the exponential 
function show that the Lipschitz continuity estimate still holds. 

Corollary 2.7. In Theorem 1.13 assume A > 0 and define the flow for all 
positive times as outlined above. Then Theorems 2.1 and 2.5 still hold. 
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Remark. This extension is tacitly understood to be used in all of the 
following. The notations u(t) and Ft(uo) will be used synonymously. 

2.4. An estimate. 

The lemma in this section is essential for much of what follows. It will 
be used in connection with Lipschitz continuity, steepest descent, and the 
behavior of the flow for large times. The idea is to pull the time-step solution 
towards a point to get competitors for the minimization of the time-step 
energy. 

Lemma 2.8. Let L, G, S, and u{t) be as in Theorem 1.13. Let ui be any 
point in L. Then for t, s > 0 with s £ I A 

p2Ss _ i 
D2(u(t + *), m) < e2S5£>2(u(*),ui) - (G(u(t + s)) - G(tii)). 

o 

Furthermore, ifG(ui) < G(u(t + s)) then 

D2(u(t + s), ui) < e2SsD2(u(t), ui) - 2s(G(u(t + s)) - G(«i)). 

Proof. It is enough to consider the case t = 0 as the general statement then 
follows from the semigroup property. Assume h < ^ and let J/j denote the 
time-step map as in (1.6). Let u\ be the point a fraction A from Jh(uo) to 
til. Prom Definition 3 of the time-step energy, the properties of G, and the 
NPC hypothesis, one concludes 

E(Jh(uoy,u0,h) =  G(Jh(uo)) + —D2(Jh(uo),uo) 

<  G(«A) + 4L>2(MA,«O) 
2h 

<   (1 - X)G(Jh(uo)) + AG(tti) + SX(1 - A)D2(Jft(tio),«i) 

+ 2^((1 - X)D2(Jh(uo),u0) + XD2{uo,ui) 

-X(l-X)D2(Jh(uo),u1)) 

=   E(Jh(uo);uo,h) 

+A(G(«i) - G(Jfc(uo)) + ^-I>2(«o,«i) 

- ±D2(Jh(Uo), «o) + (S - ^)I>2(Jfc(«o), ui)) 

(2.1) +X2(^-S)D2(Jh(uo),u1). 
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Subtract £7(J^(t£o);^09 h), divide by A, and then let A —> 0. This implies 

D2(Jfc(tio),t*i) < T^2Sh(D2{uo>Ul) " ^(GCJ/.M) - G(tii))) . 

Now apply the above inequality n times, where h = s/n and UQ is replaced 
^ JVnM, k = 1,... ,n. Together with G{J*/n(uo)) > G(J?/n(uo)) this 
implies 

L>2(Js"/n(«o),«i)   <   (l-2Ss/n)-nD2(uo,u1) 

-2K^(1" 25«/n)-*)(G(J?/B(tio)) - Gim)). 
k=l 

An application of the sum formula for a finite geometric series yields 

A;=0 

now use this in the inequality above and let n —> oo. The lower semiconti- 
nuity of G implies 

p2Ss _ i 
D^uisUi) < e^D^uo^) - ?—^-±(G{u{s)) - G(tii)), 

which of course used 'u(s) = lim J^/n(wo). If G(u{s)) > G(ui) then one can 

use the estimate 
p2Ss _ i 

"s-s1 

to get the second statement of the lemma. D 

2.5. Lipschitz continuity. 

In the section on continuity it has been shown that the flow is Holder con- 
tinuous. While this is the best possible result if one considers the flow for 
all time, it is not optimal if the flow is considered for positive time only. 
The flow becomes more regular instantaneously. This regularization prop- 
erty is well-known for the case of a convex functional on a Hilbert space, 
see [1, p57f]. 

Theorem 2.9. Let L and G as in Theorem 1.13. Then the flow t ■-> Ft(uo) 
is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on [to^ti] for any ti > to > 0. 
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Proof. Let s G IA- Apply Lemma 2.8 with ui = u(t) and divide by s2 : 

D2(u(s +1), u(t)) ^^   G(u(t)) - G{u{t + s))   e2Ss - 1 
s2 - s 2Ss    ' 

Replacing t by t — s in the application of the lemma results in 

D2(u(t),u(t - s))       G(u(t - s)) - G(u{t))   e2Ss - 1 
s2 - s 2Ss    ' 

The function t H-> G(u(t)) is real valued and nonincreasing, and there- 
fore differentiable almost everywhere, see for example [13].    Because of 

e2Ss - 1 
lim —— = 1 one obtains for almost all t 
s->o    2Ss 

hmsup    v  v   . /    wy < oo. 
M->o l5l 

Let 0 < t < to be such that the above limit is finite. Then there are constants 
C and e > 0 such that for \s\ < e 

D(u(t + s),u(t)) <C\s\. 

The semigroup property of the flow together with the Lipschitz continuity 
of Ft_t implies for any ti > t > i and |s| < e 

D(u(t + s)Mt))   =   0(^^(1+s)),Ft_-t(u(t))) 

<   e2StlD(u{i+ s),u(t)) < Ce2Stl\s\. 

This shows uniform Lipschitz continuity. □ 

Corollary 2.10. Let L, G, and u(t) be as in the theorem above. Then the 
function g : t »-> G{u[t)) is continuous on [0,oo) and uniformly Lipschitz 
continuous on [io^i] for any ti > to > 0. 

Proof. Let C be the Lipschitz constant of t»—> u(t) on [toj*i]- Assume first 
ti G I A- Pick i, i G [to, h] with i > t, and set ui = u(i) and s = i—t in the 
second statement of Lemma 2.8. This implies 

(* - t)m - 9(i)) < \e2S^D2(u(t), u(i)). 

Applying the Lipschitz continuity of u results in 

C2e2Stl 

(2.2) g(t)-g(i)<——(i-t). 
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If ti $ I A one chooses a finite number of intermediate points, and, using the 
semigroup property, one obtains the analogous inequalities on the resulting 
subintervals. Combining these then yields (2.2) as well. 

In either case this shows the uniform Lipschitz continuity on [to>*i] be- 
cause g is nonincreasing. 

Continuity at t = 0 follows from the continuity of u together with the 
lower semicontinuity of G, and the fact that g is nonincreasing. □ 

Remark. In the example from the remark in section 2.2 one has the solu- 

tion G{u(t)) = 1- (Cc,t)
a/(1 ~ 2a) for some constant Ca. As a -> 0 the 

continuity at t = 0 deteriorates. 

2.6. Stationary points and steepest descent. 

Definition 5. For UQ £ L with G(^o) < oo define 

JV-G1M = max (limsup G^j " ^o) , 

if G(uo) = oo set |V_G|(XAO) = oo. The point UQ is called a stationary point 
for the gradient flow of the functional G if IV-GK^O) = 0. 

If L is a Hilbert space and VG exists at UQ, then \VG(u(o))\ = |V_G|(uo), 
and UQ is a stationary point in the language of the above definition if and 
only if VG(uo) = 0. Hence this definition generalizes the classical case. 
For technical reasons it is sometimes more convenient to use the following 
equivalent condition, which is a consequence of the assumptions on G. 

Lemma 2.11. Let G be as in Theorem 1.13 with G(UQ) < oo.  Then 

|v_G|M = o« supGW-gw<oo 

Proof.  It is clear that the right-hand side implies the left-hand side.  To 
show the other direction, proceed indirectly. In particular assume there is a 
ui G L with 

G(no)-G(m)^25 

D2(uo,ui)     ~ 

Use G(«A) < (1 - A)G(uo) + AG(ui) 4- 5A(1 - X)D2(uo,u1) with wA = 
(1 — A)iio + AMI to conclude 

G(uo) - G(«A) 

D(uo, u\) 
>S(l + X)D(uo,u1), 
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which implies limsup  —^ > SD(uo, ui) > 0. □ 
u->uo        D(uo,u) 

Theorem 2.12. Let L, G, and UQ be as in Theorem 1.13. Then the flow 
starting at UQ is stationary if and only if UQ is a stationary point in the 
meaning of Definition 5. 

Proof. Assume first that UQ is a stationary point. By the lemma above one 
has for some constant C and all u G L 

G(u) > G(uo) - CD2(u,uo). 

This implies for the time step energy with h < -^ and for u ^ UQ 

1 
i 

1_ 
2h 

>   G(uo) = E^uoiUQjh). 

E(U] UQ, h)     =     G{u) + WrD2^ UQ) 

>   G(uo) + (^-C)D2(u,uo) 

Hence by the definition of the time step map Jh{uo) = ^o? and the flow does 
not move. 

Assume now that UQ is not a stationary point.   Again by the lemma 
above, there is a ui € L with 

D2(uo,ui) 

By continuity G(u(s)) — G(ui) > 2SD2(uo,ui) for s > 0 sufSciently small. 
Apply Lemma 2.8 with t = 0, 

L>2Ms;Ui) < e25sI)2(uo,ui) - 2s(G(u(s)) - G(izi)). 

For small s > 0 one has e2Ss < 1 + 3Ss so that 

D2(u(s),ui) < (1 - Ss)D2(uo,ui). 

Thus the distance from u(s) to ui is initially strictly decreasing and the flow 
is not stationary. □ 

Corollary 2.13. Let L, G, and UQ be as in the theorem above. If UQ is not 
a stationary point then G(u(s)) < G(uo) for all s > 0. 
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Proof. The theorem shows D2(u(s), UQ) > 0 for small 5 > 0. An application 
of Lemma 2.8 with ui = UQ and t = 0 yields G(u(s)) — G(UQ) < 0. □ 

Remark. The semigroup property then implies that G(u(t)) < G(u(s)) for 
t > 5, provided u(s) is not a stationary point. Hence the flow continues to 
strictly decrease G, until it possibly reaches a stationary point of G. 

In the Hilbert-space case the gradient points in the direction of the steep- 
est ascent of the functional under consideration. The gradient flow therefore 
moves along the steepest descent of the functional. This notion can be gen- 
eralized. 

Theorem 2.14. Let L, G, and u(t) be as in Theorem 1.13. Assume u(to) 
is not a stationary point of G. Then 

(2.3) ^own-fflwta 
' t->to+     D{u(t),u(to)) 

The existence of the limit is part of the statement, and for to > 0 this limit 
is finite. 

The following lemma is used in the proof. 

Lemma 2.15. Let L, G, and u(t) be as above. Assume 

1.m,nfC(«(to + t),u(io))=0 

t-»0+ t 

Then ufo + t)= u(to) for all t > 0. 

Proof. Let s > to and use the semigroup property and the Lipschitz conti- 
nuity (Theorem 2.1) to show 

a<liminlD^ + t^^ <ltoinfe2S"-'°'-D<''(t° + "'''<t°>> =0. 
t-»0+ t t->0+ t 

The function d : t »-> Z)(w(t),u(to)) is Lipschitz continuous for positive 
time and therefore differentiable almost everywhere. The triangle inequality 
implies 

\D(u(s +1), u(to)) - D{u{s),u{to))\ < D(u(s +1),u(s)), 

hence d' = 0 almost everywhere by the argument above. The absolute 
continuity of d for t > 0 then shows that d is constant. □ 
Proof of the theorem. Let 

t-to+      D(u(t),u(to)) 
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If Ci = oo then (2.3) holds trivially; hence assume Ci < oo. Set u = u(to) 
and u(t) = ^(io + *)• This proof uses the time step maps Jh with h = t/n. 
Let 61 > 0. Lemma 1.11 implies 

(2.4) £(«,.#(«)) <€i 

for t sufficiently small and k <n. Fix any u G L with G(u) < G(u). Such a 
u exists because u is not a stationary point of G. Pick ei small so that 

o<m-2c!     <i. 
D(u,u) — ei 

Let 

for fc = 1,... , n, then A^ G [0,1). Let 

^ = (l-A/b)J]f-1(S) + Ajfe- ̂ , 

then D(uk, J^-1^)) = D{J^{jL)^J^~l{u))^ which by the minimizing prop- 
erty of J^(H) implies G(J^(u)) < G(uk)' Assumption (b) of Theorem 1.13 
together with the definition of u^ implies 

G(4(u)) < (1 - AfcJGfJ*-1^)) + AfcG(«) + 5Afe(l - X^D^J^iulu). 

By (2.4) one has ^(jj"1^),^ < D(ti,tt) + ci. Also, 1 - Afc < 1. Using 
these two estimates and the estimate for G(J^(u)) from above n times, one 
obtains 

GWCB)) < (na-A^G^+^-na-A,))^^) 
fc=l k=l 

n 

+s(j2^k){D{u,u) + el)
2. 

k=l 

Furthermore, 
n n 

log ( Ha-Afc))    =   5]log(l-Afc) 
k=l k=l 

n 

< -E^ 
fc=i 

^ -E 
fc=1 £>(«,«) + €! 

I>(^(u),S) 
^(u.^ + ei ' 
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In the last step the triangle inequality has been used. An estimate for 
Z)fc=i ^k in the other direction follows from an application of inequality 
(1.10) together with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and h = t/n, 

^ ^^2h(G(4-l(u))-G(4(u))) 

1 /A-.N1^   /A t_i      ^^t^.A^a 
v   '    ;        i        k=l k=l 

j2t(G(u)-G(J?/n(u))) 

D(u, u) — €l ' 

Combining these estimates (and using also G(u) — G(u) > 0) results in 

G(J?/n(u))   <   G(u) + exp{ -   D^
n

u) + ^ }(G(B) - G(tt)) 

5(£>(u,«) + e^2 • ^2t(G(tZ)-G(^/n(«))) 

Now let n —> oo and use Jf/n{u) —^ ^(^)? 

G(B(t))   <   G(ti) + exp{ - ^^f€i }(G(u) - G(u)) 

| S(JP(ti,«) + ei)2 • y/2t(G(u) - G(u(t))) 
D(u, u) — ei 

For 62 > 0 and x > 0 sufficiently small one has 

e-x < 1 - (1 - e2)x. 

Applying this and rearranging terms results in 

G(u) - G{u(t))     S{D(u,u) + ei)2 • y/2t{G{u) - G(«(t))) 
D(u(t),u) D{u(t),u) • (D(u,u) - ei) 

^G(ti)-G(«) 

^ (1 " ^ !?(«,«) +6!   ■ 
In the above the assumption that u is not a stationary point has been used 
to guarantee D(u,u(t)) ^ 0. This assumption also allows one to use Lemma 
2.15, and thus there is some C2 > 0 such that for small t > 0 

(2.5) D(u(t)Ju)>C2t. 
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Hence 

G(u) - G(u(t))     V2S(D(u,u) + ei)2    G(u) - G(u(t)) 

D(u(t),u)     + ^/C^(D(u,u) - ei) y     D{u(t),u) 

Let t —> 0+ and use the definition of Ci from the beginning of the proof, 

G(u) - G(u(t))     s/2C{S{D{u, u) + eQ2 G(!i) - G(«) 

t-»o+      £>(S(t),«) VC5(J3(«,«)-€i)     " 2;I>(«,«) + er 

Now let ei —> 0 and 62 -»• 0, and finally «—»•«. This results in 

..    . cG{u)-G{u{t))^v G(u)-G{u) 
hm inf —   ',. x _x      > hm sup        '_—r1-^ . 
t->o+      D(u(t),u) u-+u       D{u,u) 

This shows in particular the existence of the full limit of the quotient on the 
left-hand side, and shows equation (2.3). 

Finally for to > 0 the Lipschitz continuity of t H-> G(u(t)) shows the 
existence of a constant C3 such that for t — to > 0 small enough 

G(u(to))-G(u(t))<C3(t-to), 

so that, using (2.5) as well, 

G(u(to))-G(u(t)) <Cs 

t-»to+      D(u(t),u(to)) C2 

The proof is complete. □ 
While the above theorem shows that the gradient flow moves along a 

path of steepest descent, it does not address the question whether there is 
a unique steepest direction. The following theorem answers this question in 
the affirmative. 

Theorem 2.16. Assume 0 < \S/-G\(u(to)) < 00, where G and u(t) are as 
in Theorem 1.13. Let Uk —> 'u(io) be any sequence of points with 

G{u{to)) - G(uk) 
k-*oo       D{Uk,U{to)) 

Then there is a sequence s^ —>• 0+ such that 

D(uk,u(to + Sk)) = 

fc-^oo     D(uk,u(to)) 
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Proof. Set dk = D{uk,u(to)) and by continuity of u{t) pick Sk > 0 
such that D(u(to + s^iufo)) = dk. Set e^ = D(uk,u(to + Sk)) and 
vk = (l/2)uk + (l/2)u(to + sk). Finally, set 0 = \V-G\(u(to)). Then by 
the triangle inequality, by the assumptions, and by Theorem 2.14 one has 

e/c    <   2dk, 

G{uk)   =   G(u(to))-pdk + o(dk), 

G(u(to + sk))   =   G(u(to)) - pdk + o(dk). 

Using the convexity property of the functional one has 

G(vk)   <   ±G(uk) + ±G(u(to + sk)) + ^el 

<   G(u(to)) - Pdk + o(4) + Sdl. 

For dk sufficiently small this implies G(vk) < G(u(to)). Therefore, 
if k is sufficiently large, one must have vk ^ ^(^o)- Hence one has 
0 < D^fakiufo)) < dl — e|/4 by the NPC condition for midpoints. Using 
this together with the estimate for G(vk) implies 

G(u(to)) - G(vk) > (3dk - 0(4) -Sdl = (3- o(dk)/dk - Sdk 

D(vk,u(to))     -       ^4-el/4 x/l - (efc/(24))2   ' 

Letting k —> oo and using Theorem 2.14 yields 

3 > lim sup —, , 
y-   k->~   y/l - (efc/(2dfc))2 

and hence lim sup — = 0. □ 
A;—►oo    dk 

The two previous theorems have shown that the flow moves in the direc- 
tion of steepest descent. However, they give no indication upon the speed 
of the flow. Now, if u(t) solves Ut = — VG(u) in the classical sense, then 
certainly |^t| = \S7G(u)\. This fact generalizes. 

Theorem 2.17. Let G and u(t) be as in Theorem 1.13.  Then 

lim E^tt^m = ,V-G|(«(*))I 
S-+0+ S 

and the existence of the limit for all times t is part of the statement. 
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Proof.   The semigroup property allows to assume t = 0.   Set ui = UQ in 
inequality (2.1), regroup, divide by A, and then let A —* 0. This implies 

±-s\ D2(Jh(uo),u0) < G(«o) - G(Jh(«o)) • 

Iterate this formula and use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to get 

'i - 5) ±D2(Jh(uo),u0) < G(uo) - G(^(«o)) • 

Now set h = s/n and let n —> oo, then, using the lower semicontinuity of G, 

-D2(uo,u(s)) < G(u0) - G{u{s)). 
s 

Theorem 2.14 then implies 

limsupW)'no)<lV-GlM. 

For the other direction assume without loss of generality |V_G|(^o) > 0. 
Fix any e > 0 and any positive 6 < |V-G|(wo)j and take some ui with 
D(uo, ui) < e6/3S such that 

D(uoiUi) 

The lower semicontinuity of G  then implies 

G(u(s)) - G(ui) , s 

D(uo,ui) 

for sufficiently small s > 0.  For small 5 > 0 one has e2Ss < 1 + 355 and 
hence by Lemma 2.8 

D2(u(s), ui) < (1 + 353)I>
2
(TAO, m) - 2s(G(u(s)) - G(ui)), 

so that 

D2{u(s), ui) < (1 + 3Ss)D2(wo, wi) - 2s8D(u(s), ui). 

The estimates D^o^i) < D(u(),u(s)) +D(u(s),Ui) and D(i/o, ^i) < e6/3S 
imply 

I>(tiW,iii) < D(uo^Ui) + ^0;fs)\(D(uo,Ui) + e6s) -(2- e)6s. 
D{u(s)9ui) 
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Finally use DfaoiU^)) > D(uoiUi) — Z)(wi,n(5)) to conclude 

D(uo,u(s)) f1 +  Djup,^) \ >     _      _ egp{uo,u(s)) 
s \      D(u(s),ui)J D(u(s),ui) ' 

and hence 

21iminf^(3)'Mo)>(2-^. 
s-»0+ S — 

The desired statement follows now upon e —► 0 and 6 —> (V-GI («(<)). 

Corollary 2.18. Lef G and M(t) 6e as before. Then for almost allt>0 

dG{u(t)) 
dt 

= (|V_G|(u(t)))'. 

Proof. Let g(t) = G(u(t)), and assume without loss of generality that u(i) 
is not a stationary point of G. Then 

g(t) - g{t + s) = G(^(t)) - G(u(t + s))   £>(ti(t + g), uft)) 
5 D{u{t + s),u{t))      ' 5 

and the corollary follows from Theorems 2.14 and 2.17, and from the Lip- 
schitz continuity of G(u(t)). □ 

Remark. This is in fact true for all times t > 0 if one considers the 
derivative from the right; see [1] for the Hilbert-space case. 

Corollary 2.19. // lim G(u(t)) > -oo then |V-G|(u(.)) € L2([0,oo)). 
£—►00 

Proof. Obvious. □ 

2.7. Consistency in the Hilbert-space case. 

If the NPC space L is a Hilbert space then the solutions obtained with the 
method of Theorem 1.13 will coincide with those obtained by the classical 
Crandall-Liggett method. One way to show this is to show that the time- 
step map Jh does in fact correspond to a finite difference. The reader is 
referred to [1] for for the definition of the subdifferential A = dG of a 
convex functional G defined on a Hilbert space. The functional G under 
consideration in Theorem 1.8 does not need to be convex, however condition 
(b) in that theorem implies that G(u) + S\u — uo\2 is a convex functional, 
where |.| denotes the norm in L, and one can consider the subdifferential of 
the latter functional instead. 
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Proposition 2.20. Let L be a Hilbert space, G as in Theorem 1.8 with 
G(uo) < oo. Let h < 1/(25). Then for the time step map Jh one has 

Jh(uo) -UQ 
 6 -dG(Jh(uo)). 

The idea of the proof (for a convex G) is that if the proposition is wrong, 
then one can find a point on the graph of G in L x R that lies below 
the plane determined by the normal vector (j[(Jh(uo) — uo)A) through 
(Jh{uo)^G(Jh{uo)))^ which in turn leads to a contradiction to the minimiz- 
ing property of Jhi^o)- For the complete proof of the proposition and for 
further details see [11]. This proposition shows 

jt%M = (/ + ^G9->o). 
Tl 

Crandall and Liggett [2] showed that if u(t)  =   lim (I H A)~7l(uo) is 
n—+00 n 

strongly differentiable almost everywhere, and if A satisfies fairly general 
du 

conditions, then u(t) is a strong solution of 0 G -7- + A(u), u(0) = UQ, and 
at 

conversely. This establishes the desired consistency, namely that the solu- 
tion produced with the methods herein are identical with the one obtained 
with the classical Crandall-Liggett method. 

A more direct approach to the question of consistency can be taken along 
the lines of the results on stationary points and steepest descent. Using 
Theorems 2.14 and 2.17 one can derive the following theorem directly (for 
the details see [11]). 

Theorem 2.21. Assume L is a Hilbert space, G andu(t) are as in Theorem 
1.13, and u(t) is differentiable at to-  Then 

u'{to) € -dG{u(t0)). 

More precisely, uf(to) is the element of smallest norm in —dG(u(to)). 

2.8. Energy-convergence. 

Theorem 1.13 shows metric convergence of the approximate solutions 
Jwn(^o) to the gradient flow u(t). The aim of this section is to show 
that the functional also converges along the approximate solutions, that 
is G(J^n{uo)) converges to G(u(t)). 
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Lemma 2.22. Let G be as in Theorem 1.13. For any UQ^UI £ L with 
G{UQ) < oo one has 

IV.G|M>G(°°>-';(;')-SC(«O.»,). D{uo,ui) 

Proof. If G(ui) > G(uo) then this is trivial. Hence assume G^-ui) < G(uo) 
and set ut = (1 — t)uo + tu\. Using the convexity properties of G, and 
D(ut,uo) = tD(ui,uo)i one derives 

D(UUUQ) D[UQ,UI) 

The results follows from the definition of |V_G| upon letting t —> 0. □ 

Lemma 2.23. Let G be as in Theorem 1.13. Then for the time-step map 
Jh the following holds: 

\V-G\(Jh(uo)) < |V_G|M + 2S£>(uo, AM). 

Proof. Set v = Jh(uo) and assume \V-G\(v) ^ 0. Take any w £ L with 
D(v,w) < \V-G\(v)/2S and with (G(v)-G{w))/D(v,w) > |V_G|(i;)/2. Set 
u\ = (1 — X)v + \w. The convexity properties of G together with the choice 
of w imply G(u\) < G(v), hence by the minimality property of v one has 
D(u\,uo) > D{V,UQ). Let 

D(v,uo) 
ux,t = (1 - t)uo + tux,        t = 

D(U\,UQ) ' 

then D(v,uo) = D^X^UQ). Using again the minimality property of v and 
the convexity properties of G one has 

G{v)   <   G(uA,t)<(l-t)G(iio) + t(l-A)C?(v)+tAG(ti;) 

+a(l - X)SD2(v, w) + St(l - t)D2(uo, ux). 

The triangle inequality implies 

D(w, v) 
(1 - t) < X 

D(ux,uo) 

Bringing G(v) to the other side, estimating 1 — t from above, and dividing 
by A implies 

0   ^   -£^T(G(uo)-G(v))-t(G(v)-G(w)-SD>(v,w)) 

+tSD(w, v)D(ux, UQ) - tXSD2(v, w). 
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Now let A —* 0, which implies u\ —► v and t —► 1, and results after regrouping 

D(w,v) y >   J-     D{uo,v) v 0'  ' 

Finally let w —» v and use the definition of |V-G|, 

|V-G|W<G^)-f<">+5C(»o,»). 

By Lemma 2.22 one has 

G(tio) - G(v) 
<\V-G\(uo) + SD(uo,v), 

D(UQ,V) 

which completes the proof. □ 

Theorem 2.24. // |V_G|(?/o) < oo and    ^     _>. ^ a5 n _> QQ y^r ^^T^e 
t E IA as in Theorem 1.13, f/ien 

Proof. Iterating Lemma 2.23 yields 

fc(n) 

|v_G|(4^K)) < |V-G|M + 25^D(4/nM,47iM). 

The sum can be estimated in the same way as in the computations leading 
to (1.11) to obtain 

(2.6) 

IV-GKJ^W) < |V.G|(tio) + 2Sf-^{G{uQ) - G(4W(tio))) 

By the remark after the proof of Theorem 1.13 one has 

JJJJ (no)-«(*). 

Let n —> oo, then 

limsuplV-GKJ^M) < |V-G|(uo) + 2Sy/2t(G(u0) - G(u(t))), 
n—♦oo ' 

in particular |V_G|(JT^(i/o)) stays bounded. 
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Lemma 2.22 implies 

|V_G|(4;>(.o)) >      „7^B);\        '     - SD(4%(uo)Mt)) ■ 
D(JT/n(Uo)> «(*)) 

Therefore the boundedness of the gradient terms implies 

lmsupG(45J(tto))<G(ti(i)); 
n—>oo ' 

by the lower semicontinuity of G one has the reverse inequality for the lower 
limit. □ 

2.9. Behavior for large time. 

As before, let G and the flow u(t) be as in Theorem 1.13. Investigation of the 
behavior of u(t) as t —> oo is the contents of this section. For this purpose it 
is necessary to first prove some results about the function |V_G|, as defined 
in Definition 5, and about the speed of the flow. It will then be possible to 
show that the only possible accumulation points of u(t) as t —> oo are the 
stationary points of G. 

Proposition 2.25. The function |V_G| : L —» RU {+00} is lower semi- 
continuous. 

Proof. Fix some UQ G L. If |V_G|(wo) = 0 then lower semicontinuity 
at ^o is trivial. Assume now |V_G|(iio) > 0 and G(^o) < 00; the case 
|V-G?|(i£o) = 00 is not excluded. Take any positive 6 < |V_G|(^o) and any 
small e > 0. Set R = min{e, e6/{2S)} and take a v G BR(UQ) with 

(2.7, 9Mzm>s. 
D{u0, v) 

For u with D(u, UQ) < eD(uo, v) let u\ = (1 — X)u + Xv. Then the inequality 
G(ux) < (1 - A)G(u) + XG(v) + SX(1 - X)D2(u,v) implies 

g(ti) - G(ux)     G(u) - G(v) - 5(1 - X)D2(u,v) 

D(u,ux)     ~ D{u,v) 

Letting A —»• 0 yields 

\V-U^ *      D{uv)      + ^"^ " • 
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The lower semicontinuity of G implies G{u) > G(uo) — 6e(l — €)D(uo,v) 
for u sufSciently close to UQ. By the previous assumptions one also has 
D(u, v) > (1 — e)D(uo, v) and hence 

G(u) - Gjup) 
D(u,v)      --6e- 

Inequality (2.7) together with I?(^, v) < 6e/S, which follows from u, v being 
in the ball BR(UQ), implies 

G{UQ) ~ G(v) - SD2(u,v)      6D(uo,v) - 6eD(u,v) 
D(u,v) ~ D{u,v) 

The estimate D(UQ, V) > D(u,v)/(1 + €)>(! — e)D(u, v) then results in 

Gto)-alv)-8B>tov)> 
D(u,v) -v J 

By combining the above estimates one obtains 

|V_G|(u) > (1 - Se)6 

for u sufficiently close to no. Upon letting e —> 0 and 6 —► |V_G|(tfo) one has 

liminf |V_G|(«) > |V_G|(«o). 
U—»tio 

It remains to check the case when there are u^ —> UQ with G(uk) < oo 
and G(uo) = oo. Fixing any v G L with G(v) < oo, then by Lemma 2.22 

\V-G\(uk)>G^-G.{v)-SD(uk,v), 

and as k —> oo the right-hand side converges to oo = |V_G|(wo) by the lower 
semicontinuity of G. □ 

One might expect that if a gradient flow does not diverge to negative 
infinity then it should flatten out. This is in fact true. The proof of this 
statement needs a few lemmas which are provided below. 

Lemma 2.26. Either lim G(u(t)) = —oo or there is a sequence {tn} with 
t—>oo 

tn —> oo such that \V-G\(u(tn)) —► 0. 
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Proof.   Assume no such sequence exists.   Then there is a T > 0 and an 
e > 0 such that for t > T : |V_G|(u(t)) > e. Corollary 2.18 then implies for 
almost all t 

dG(u(t))>c2 

dt 

Integrating this Lipschitz-continuous function yields 

G(u(T)) - G(u(t)) > (t - T)e2 -+ oo, 

that is lim G(u(t)) = —oo. D 
t—>oo 

Lemma 2.27. Let G and u(t) be as before. Then for s,t>0 

rs+t 
\V-G\(u(8 +1)) - \V-G\(u(s)) < 2V2S /      \V-G\(u(a)) da. 

Proof. By breaking [5, s + t] into smaller subintervals one may assume 
t G IA (see Theorem 1.13 for the definition of J^). In equation (2.6) set 
k(n) = n, T = t, and replace UQ by u(s), then by the semigroup property 
of the flow, and by the lower semicontinuity of G and |V_G|, one has after 
passing to the limit 

\V-G\(u(8 + t)) < \V-G\(u{s)) + 2Sy/2t(G(u(s)) - G(u(s +1))). 

Rearranging terms yields 

|V-G|(«(8 +1)) - IV_G|(«W) < 2V2S^Giu{s))-^US±M. t, 

which can be iterated to show 

|V_G|(u(s + nt)) - |V_G|(u(5)) 

<2-v
/25YJi/^7(3 + fct))~GKs + (fc + 1)t))   t. 

k=Q " * 

Set r = nt, then 

|V_G|MS + T))-|V_G|(U(S)) 

<2^g,/G'"'S+"»-f"''^g».l. 
fc=0 V n n 
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For fixed S,T the function G(u(t)) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous on the 
interval [5, s + r], which results in a uniform bound of the square root term. 
Define 

_G(u(s + !f))-G(u(s + ^)) 
<t>n(°) = r 

n 

for a € (5 H , 5 H 1. At a point a where G(u(t)) is differentiable 
n n 

one has 

*.W —^^-(l^oiW')))'. 
hence almost everywhere. Finally, 

75 fc=0 V n n 

and an application of the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem com- 
pletes the proof. □ 

Corollary 2.28.  The function \S7-G\(u(t)) is continuous from the right 

Proof. This is immediate from the lemma above and the fact that 
\V-G\(u(t)) is lower semicontinuous by Proposition 2.25 and locally L2 by 
Corollary 2.18. □ 

Finally, one needs the following lemma from real analysis, which is stated 
without proof here. 

Lemma 2.29. Assume f : [a, 6] —> R is lower semicontinuous and contin- 
uous from the right, and /(a) < c < /(&). Then there is a point d G (a, 6) 
such f{d) = c and f(x) > c for all x £ [d, 6]. 

Theorem 2.30. Let G and u(t) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume 
lim G(u(t)) > -00. Then lim |V-G|(u(t)) = 0. 

t—>oo t—>oo 

Proof. Assume the theorem is not true. Then there is an e > 0 and a 
sequence tn —► 00 such that |V_G|(^(tn)) > e. By the boundedness assump- 
tion G(u(t)) has a finite limit for t —> 00, hence on can take a time SQ such 
that 

16S\G(u(t)) - G(u(s))\ < e2 

for s,£ > 5o. Take a time si > so for which \W-G\(u(si)) < e/2, the ex- 
istence follows from Lemma 2.26.   Finally, pick some tjv > si such that 
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|V-G|(u(tjv)) > €. By the lemma directly before the statement of the theo- 
rem there is a time 52 G [SI,£JV] such that 

|V-G|(ti(*2)) = I,    |V-G|(ii(t)) > I for t e [82,tN]. 

Lemma 2.27 and Corollary 2.18 then imply 

rtN 

\V-G\(u{tN)) - |V_G|(«(fl2))   <   2\/25 f N |V_G|(«(*)) dt 
J S2 

- iJn (|V-G|(''(())) * 

(G(u(a2))-G(u(iiv))) 
€ 

<   i. 
-   2 

Hence |V_G|(«(tjv)) < |V_G|('u(s2)) + e/2 = e, which is a contradiction.   □ 

Corollary 2.31. Assume u(tn) —* u as tn —► oo. Then u is a stationary 
point of G with 

lim G(u(t)) = G(u). 
t—>oo 

Proof. The lower semicontinuity of G implies lim G(u(t)) > G(u) > —oo. 
t—>oo 

By the theorem one has |V-G|(^(tn)) —> 0. The lower semicontinuity of 
|V_G| then shows |V_G|(tZ) = 0. 

Assume now that lim G(u(t)) > G(u) and pick some e > 0 such that 
t—*oo 

G(u(t)) > G(u) + 2e. Let n be large enough to guarantee SD2(u(tn),u) < e 
and let u\ = (1 — X)u(tn) + Xu. Considering the difference quotient of G at 
u(tn) with u\ results in 

\V-G\(u(tn)) > 
D(u(tn),u) ' 

This implies \V-G\(u(tn)) —► oo as u(tn) —> n, which contradicts the theo- 
rem. □ 

In general a functional which flattens out does not have to have a critical 
value. However, some functionals satisfy a generalized Palais-Smale com- 
pactness condition which allows to conclude the existence of critical points. 
To be precise, the functional G is said to satisfy the Palais-Smale condition 
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(PS)C at the level c G R if every sequence {un} C L with G(un) —► c and 
|V_G|(wn) —> 0 has a convergent subsequence. Theorem 2.30 can then be 
used to derive the theorem below. The proof is essentially the same as in 
the Hilbert space case. 

Theorem 2.32. Assume c = lim G(u(t)) > —oo and G satisfies (PS)^ 
t—>oo 

Then the set C = {u G L : G{u) = c and |V_G|(^) = 0} is not empty, and 
lim dist('u(^)) C) = 0. // additionally G is convex then there is a u G C such 

t—+oo 
that lim u(t) = u. 

t—+oo 

The next theorem is independent of the theorems above. In [8] a very 
similar theorem is proved. The main difference is that there the functional is 
assumed to be continuous on a complete path-connected metric space, while 
herein one assumes the convexity condition from Theorem 1.13 and only 
lower semicontinuity for the functional, and NPC for the underlying metric 
space. The proof is an adaptation of the standard proof for the smooth case 
using the deformation lemma, for the details see [11]. 

Theorem 2.33 (Mountain-Pass Theorem). Let G be as in Theorem 
1.13. For two given points UQ ,^I G L let 

F = {p : [0,1] —► L : p(0) = uo,p(l) = ui ,p is continuous} 

and assume 

max{G(^o)? GCui)} < c := inf   sup G(p(s)). 
per se[o,i] 

If G satisfies (PS)c then c is a stationary value of G. 

2.10. Flow for convex functionals. 

In this section it is assumed that G is a convex functional. This stronger 
hypothesis is fulfilled in many applications, see for example the harmonic 
map flow. 

A first result are the following two representations. 

Proposition 2.34. In the setting of Theorem 1.13 assume additionally that 
the functional G is convex. Then 

\^G\{u{t))=snV
D{u^u{t + s)). 

s>0 5 
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// |V_G|(u(i)) ^ 0 then also 

| V.GMt)) = ^     DMt))     = -P     D{u{t + s)iU{t))     ■ 

Proof. The convexity of G allows one to set S = 0 in Theorem 2.1, which im- 
plies that the flow is nonexpansive. Theorem 2.17 implies .D(u(£+s), u(t)) < 
(\V-G\(u(t)) + e)s provided s > 0 is sufficiently small (depending on the 
choice of e > 0). Thus for any (large) s > 0: 

D(u(t + 5),u(t)) < Y"D(u{t + —),u(t + (   ~1)g)) 
k=l 

< J2D(u(t + -),ti(t)) < (|V-G|(u(i)) + e)s. 

Upon letting e —> 0 one has 

|V-G|(,,(t))>supD"<t)-1"t + S», 

hence equality by Theorem 2.17. 
For the other statement of the proposition it suffices to show 

G(u(t)) - G(u) ^ r G(u(t)) - G(u) 
sup       n,   —/ xx      < hmsup  J",  /—A    / . 

u^u(t)     D{u,u(t)) u^u{t)   D{u{t + s),u) 

Once this is established the desired equalities follow from Definition 5 and 
Theorem 2.14. Take any ui G G with ui ^ u(t), and let u\ = (1 — X)u(t) + 
\ui. The convexity of G together with D(u\,u{t)) = \D(ui,u{t)) shows 

G{u{t))-G{u>)>G{u{t))-G{ul) 
D(ux,u(t))     -     D(u(t), m)     ' 

and upon letting A —» 0 

i:-.„.-gK*))-G(") > GK*))-G(t*i) 
nm sup ,       / \ \       ^—       7—v /   / \      \      • 
u-^t) JD(M, TA(t)) I>Kt), Til) 

As ui was arbitrary this completes the proof. □ 

Corollary 2.35. A point UQ G L is a stationary point of G if and only if 
UQ is a minimizer of G. 
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Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the proposition above and of 
the definition that a point t^o is called stationary if |V_G|(7/o) = 0. □ 

The second result of the proposition above can also be rephrased as 
saying that the graph of G is always steeper in the direction of u{t) than 
the slope of any secant to any lower level. This intuitively characterizes 
convexity; it can be used to prove the following result. 

Theorem 2.36. Let L, G, and u(i) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume G 
is convex. Then the function g : t !-► G(u(t)) is convex. 

Proof. One uses the following lemma from real analysis. If g : (a, b) —> R 
is Lipschitz continuous and nonincreasing, and 

(2.8) M < 9<!+°)-m 
s 

for all s > 0 and almost all t G (a, 6), then g is convex.  The proof of this 
lemma is routine and is omitted. 

By Corollary 2.18 one has -^(t) = (\V-G\(u(t)))2 for almost all t > 0. 
If \V-G\(u(t)) vanishes then the flow is stationary from time t on, and (2.8) 
holds trivially. Otherwise, use Proposition 2.34 to conclude 

,(t)=       G(u(t))-G(u(t + s)) D(u(t),U(t + s)) 
9U     S>1     D(u{t + s),u(t))       s>% s 

Both suprema are attained as the full limit as s —► 0; hence it is possible to 
combine the two terms, and 

G{u(t))-G(u(t + 8)) 
—g (t) = sup —K—±-^ ^—i — 

s>0 

which is exactly (2.8). Therefore g is convex on (0, oo), but then also on 
[0, oo) because g is continuous at t = 0. □ 

On a Hilbert space the gradient flow is perpendicular to level sets of the 
functional G. If G is convex then the sublevel sets 

{G < c} = {u E L : G(u) < c} 

are convex sets. The gradient flow is crossing the boundary of {G < c} 
perpendicularly. Another way of stating this fact is to say that at the time 
of crossing the boundary the gradient flow decreases the distance to all points 
in {G < c}. This formulation can be generalized to NPC spaces. To do so 
one needs the following improvement of Lemma 2.8, which is obtained by 
letting S —► 0 in the statement of that lemma. 
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Lemma 2.37. Let L, G, andu{t) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume G is 
convex. Let ui be any point in L. Then for t, s > 0 

D2(u(t + 5), m) < D2{u(t), ui) - 2s(G(u(t + s)) - G(MI)) . 

Finally, recall the definition of the distance from a point u € L to a set 
S C L, dist(u, S) = inf D(w, w). In particular dist(?x, S) = 0 if u G S. 

wes 

Theorem 2.38. Let L, G, and u(t) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume 
G is convex. If the sub-level set {G < c} is nonempty then the function 
11—> dist(ix(t), {G < c}) is nonincreasing, and strictly decreasing as long as 
G(u(t)) > c. In the latter case the functions t i-> D(u(t),w) are strictly 
decreasing for all w G {G < c}. 

Proof. Corollary 2.6 shows that the function 11—> G(u(t)) is nonincreasing. 
This implies that once u(t) has entered a sublevel set of G it cannot leave 
it again. This proves the case G(u(t)) < c. Assume now that G(u(t)) > c, 
and take any w G {G < c}. Lemma 2.37 with ui = w implies 

D2(u(t + s)Jw)< D2{u{t), w) - 2s(G(u(t + s)) - c). 

The function t *-► G(u(t)) is continuous and hence G(u(t + s)) > c for s > 0 
sufficiently small, which shows 

D(u(t + s),w) <D(u(t),w). 

The level set {G < c} is closed, convex, and nonempty by assumption. It 
has been shown in [9] that under these conditions there is a unique point 
ui(t) £ {G < c} which minimizes the distance from u(t) to the set {G < c}. 
Setting w = ui(t) in the above argument results in 

dist(u(t + 5), {G < c})   <   D{u(t + 5), ui{t)) 

<   D(u(t), ui{t)) = dist(ti(*), {G < c}), 

and the proof is complete. □ 
An example.   Let L = [0,1] x [0,1] be endowed with the Euclidean 

distance and set 

^      v       f 2y — 2x     for y > 2x, 
G^y) = {y for l<2x. 
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G is a continuous convex functional on L. The gradient flow starting at 
(0,1) can easily be computed explicitly 

{(2t, 1 - 2t) for 0 < t < 1/6, 
(1/3,2/3 -t)    for 1/6 <i< 2/3, 
(1/3,0) for t> 2/3. 

This example shows that while u(t) does converge to a minimizer of G, it 
does not converge to the closest minimizer to its starting point, which is 
(0,0). 

In general, the flow u(t) is supposed to minimize the functional G in the 
most effective way. Hence one would expect that G(u(t)) converges always 
to the infimum of G as t —> oo. This is the statement of the next theorem. 

Theorem 2.39. Let L, G, and u{t) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume G 
is convex. Then 

lim G(u(t)) = inf G(u). 
t—►oo WGL 

Proof. Assume there is a ui € L and an e > 0 with G(u(t)) > G(ui) + e 
for all t > 0. Then Lemma 2.37 implies for t > 0 

0<D2(uo,ui)-2et. 

This leads to a contradiction for t large. □ 
Not all gradient flows can be expected to converge as t —► oo, if only for 

the simple reason that not every convex lower semicontinuous functional has 
a minimizer. A typical example would be the functional x *-> ex on the real 
line. Also, even if a functional has a unique minimizer, it is still possible that 
a minimizing sequence becomes unbounded. However, minimizing sequences 
obtained with a gradient flow are special, they minimize in some sense most 
efficiently. 

Proposition 2.40. Let L, G, andu(t) be as in Theorem 1.13, and assume 
G is convex. 

(a) // G has a minimizer then the flow u(t) stays bounded for all time. 

(b) // the flow has a bounded subsequence {u(tn)} astn—>oo then G has a 
minimizer. 

(c) // the flow has a convergent subsequence {^(tn)} as tn —> oo then u = 
lim u(t) exists and is a minimizer of G. 

t—+oo 
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(d) If M = {u G L : G(u) = inf G(w)} is nonempty and the flow has a 

subsequence {u(tn)} with dist(u(tn),M) —> 0 as tn —> oo, then u = 
lim u(t) exists and is a minimizer of G. 

t—KX) 

Proof, (a) Let ui be a minimizer. By Lemma 2.37 one has I?(^(t),ui) < 
D(uoi ui) for all * ^ 0. 
(b) The sequence u(tn) is a bounded minimizing sequence by Theorem 2.39. 
Corollary 1.4 guarantees then the existence of a minimizer. 
(c) u =  lim u(tn) is a minimizer of G by Theorem 2.39. By Lemma 2.37 

n—»oo 
one has D(u(tn + s),u) < D(u(tn),u) for all s > 0. This shows convergence. 
(d) Let dn = dist(M, u(tn)), then dn —> 0 as n —> oo. Pick points un € M 
such that D(un,u(tn)) = dist(M,'u(in)), for the existence see [9]. Theo- 
rem 2.38 implies that the distance from u(t) to any minimizer of G is a 
nonincreasing function. Hence D(u(t),un) < dn for all t > tn, and there- 
fore Z)(tz(i),^(5)) < 2dn for all s,t > tn. This shows convergence as L is 
complete. □ 

A bounded sequence does not necessarily have a convergent subsequence 
without any further compactness assumptions. To overcome this, one can 
either make an assumption on the functional, like the Palais-Smale condition 
(see Theorem 2.32), or one can make an assumption on the underlying space. 
The following result follows directly from Proposition 2.40. 

Theorem 2.41. Let L be an NPC space in which closed and bounded sets 
are compact Assume G is lower semicontinuous, convex, and has a min- 
imizer. Then the gradient flow for G converges to a minimizer of G as 
t —> oo. 

One can do away with compactness assumptions if G is uniformly convex; 
then Lemma 1.7 together with Theorem 2.39 imply the convergence of the 
flow as t —► oo. 

Theorem 2.42. Let L be an NPC space and assume G is lower semi- 
continuous and uniformly convex. Then the gradient flow for G converges 
to the unique minimizer of G as t —> oo. 
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3. Harmonic map flow of maps with an NPC target. 

3.1. A short introduction to W^faX). 

Recently mathematicians have been working on generalizing the concept of 
a harmonic map from a manifold into another manifold, which was assumed 
to be embedded into some Euclidean space by the Nash embedding theorem. 
It hats been possible to replace the target space by a nonpositively curved 
metric space, see the work of Jost [6, 7], and the work of Korevaar and 
Schoen [9, 10]. The material contained in this section follows the approach 
by Korevaar and Schoen. The results and definitions in this section are 
essentially quoted from [9] and are provided here for the convenience of the 
reader. 

Let (M, g) be a Riemannian manifold and (X, d) be an NPC space. Let 
Q C M be orientable, connected, and open. The case Q = M is not excluded. 
Let Q(x) be a Borel measurable function with separable range. ^(Q^X) 
is the set of Borel measurable functions with separable range for which the 
integral of the pth power of the pointwise distance to Q(x) is finite. Clearly 
this definition depends on the choice of the function Q. In case Q has finite 
volume one usually chooses Q to be a constant function; the resulting space 
is independent of the choice of the constant. L^fi, X) is a complete metric 
space with the usual distance function, compare also [4]. For u G L^fi, X) 
one defines approximate e-energy densities 

ee{x) = Z+P[     aWXy)) d  {y) 

where B{x, e) is the geodesic ball of radius e about x. The ee are bounded 
continuous functions (away from 9f2), and integration against them defines 
linear functionals Ee on Cc(fi), the set of continuous real valued functions 
with compact support in f2. A map u G LP^^X) has finite energy if 

sup {limsup£€(/) : 0 < / < 1, / G Cc(ft)} < oo, 

which by definition is equivalent to u G W1,p(fi,X) for p > 1 and u G 
BV(Q, X) for p = 1. For such a map u it is shown that lim6_o Eeif) = E(f) 
exists for each / G CC(S7). For p > 1 the linear functional E is given by a 
measure which is absolutely continuous with respect to the measure dfig(x). 
This measure is denoted by \Vu\p(x)dijLg(x). W1'1(ri,X) is defined to be 
the subset of BV(n, X) consisting of those functions that have an absolutely 
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continuous energy measure. That is for u G W1,p(ft,-X'), p > 1, 

E(f)= f \Vu\v(x)f{x)diig{x). 
Jn 

The p-energy Eu of u is defined to be the norm of the linear functional E 
generated by u. 

For the special case p = 2 one defines 

\Vu\2(x) = — \Vu\2(x), 

where ujn denotes the volume of the n-dimensional unit ball. This defini- 
tion is consistent with the usual way of defining \du\2 for maps between 
Riemannian manifolds. 

3.2. The Dirichlet problem. 

For this section (L,D) will be a subset of (L2(il,X),Z)) for an NPC space 
X and a Riemannian domain £2. It has been remarked in [9] that L2(fi, X) 
is then an NPC space itself. The functional G is chosen to be the Dirichlet 
energy 

G(u) = Eu = lJ^\Vu\\x)d»9(x). 

The flow governed by this energy functional is known as the heat flow or the 
harmonic map flow. The reason is that in the classical case the Lagrange- 
Euler equation of this flow is exactly the heat equation, and stationary 
solutions are harmonic maps. 

In this section the letter E will be used instead of G, and Eu will be used 
for G(u). In [9] it has been shown that u —> Eu is a lower semicontinuous 
convex functional on L2(Q,X). The general theory is therefore applicable 
with L = L2(fi, X). Notice that Eu < oo is equivalent to u G W1'2^ X). If 
Q has finite volume then constant maps are minimizers for E. The following 
theorem is immediate. 

Theorem 3.1. For any starting point UQ G VK1'2(ri,X) the gradient flow 
for the Dirichlet energy exists in the sense of Theorem 1.13, and u(t) G 
Wll2(Q,X) for t > 0. In case £2 has finite volume the flow stays bounded 
for all times. 

Corollary 3.2. Assume additionally that £2 has compact closure and as- 
sume that the target space X is sigma-compact. Then the flow u(t) converges 
to a constant map as t —» oo. 
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Proof. As the Sobolev energy of the maps u(t) decreases it is uniformly 
bounded, and, as Q has finite volume, the theorem states that the L2-norm of 
u(t) also remains bounded. Hence by the precompactness result of Korevaar 
and Schoen [9, Theorem 1.13] there is a convergent subsequence {u(tn)} with 
tn -* oo, convergence measured in L2. Thus Proposition 2.40 implies the 
full L2-convergence to a minimizer, which is of course a constant map in this 
case. □ 

Remark. The corollary in particular applies when fi is a compact orientable 
Riemannian manifold without boundary and X is compact. In this form the 
corollary was suggested to the author by J. Eells. 

For a given element (/) € W1,2(fl, X) and dQ, ^ {} one has a well-defined 
trace map trcf) provided fi is a Lipschitz domain, cf. [9]. This allows to con- 
sider the boundary value problem for the harmonic map flow by prescribing 
that u(t) is to have the same boundary values as </>. 

Definition 6. 

WJ,2(n,X) - {u e Wlfi(Q9X) : tT<t> = tru and Eu < E*} . 

The objective of this definition is to incorporate the boundary conditions 
into the space under consideration. 

Lemma 3.3. (WV (fi, X), D) is a nonpositively curved metric space, where 
D is the restriction of the metric of L2{£l,X). 

Proof. For any sequence {uk} C Wl'2(fJ,X) with Uk —> u one has Eu < 

E^ by the lower semicontinuity of the Dirichlet energy. Furthermore, as 
EUk < E^ and Uk —> u in L2(fi,X), one has truk —> trn, see [9], and hence 
u e Wl'2(n,X). This shows W^IQ.X) is a closed subset of L2(n,X) and 

therefore a complete metric space. It remains to show that W,1 (fi, X) is a 

length space, which suffices as WV (£), X) then inherits the NPC hypothesis 

(1.3) from L2(f],X). To see that WV (f2, X) is a length space it is enough 

to show WV (fi,X) is a convex subset of L2(fi,X). This however is clear 
due to the convexity of the Dirichlet energy. □ 

It is now possible to set L = WV (ti,X) and to use Theorem 1.13. 

Note that the inequality Eu < E* in the definition of W^2(Q,X) is only 

a technical requirement to show WV (fi,X) is closed. It has no effect on 
the flow as each time step decreases the energy. In the case Cl has compact 
closure it has been shown in [9] that any minimizing sequence converges to 
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the unique minimizer for the Dirichlet energy in WV (fi, X). Their proof in 
fact shows that the Dirichlet energy is uniformly convex. 

Theorem 3.4. (Solvability of the Initial Boundary Value Problem) 
For any given map </> £ W1'2(ri, X) the following problem admits a solution 
in the sense of Theorem 1.13: 

u(t) solves the harmonic map flow for t > 0, 
t*(0) = ^, 
tru(i) = tr^/9ri>0. 

In case SI has compact closure u = lim u{t) exists and is the unique har- 
t—*oo 

monic function solving the Dirichlet problem with boundary data tr </>. 

Remark. If ft is not a Lipschitz domain the traces need not exist. The 
boundary condition tr u = tr (/> is then replaced by the condition d(^, </>) 6 
f?o(^)j compare [14]. Here HQ(CI) stands for the Sobolev space of real 
valued functions that can be approximated in the (l,2)-Sobolev norm by 
smooth functions with compact support in Q. The thus resulting space 
W^2(Q,X) is still closed, because if {uk} C W^2(Q,X) with uk -> u in 
L2(fi,X) then one has a uniform bound for the norm of <i(ufc, (/>) in HQ{Q). 

By weak compactness there is a d G HQ(Q) such that for a subsequence 
d(uk,(l>) —> d in L2(Q). For a subsequence one has d(uk,<t>) —> d a.e. and 
d(^, iz) —► 0 a.e. The triangle inequality d(u, (f>) < d(u, Uk)+d(uk, (f>) implies 
in the limit d(u, (j)) < d a.e. and as 0 < d(u, (j)) this together with the fact 
that d{u, (j)) G H1 (Q) (which follows from the lower semicontinuity of the 
Dirichlet energy) finally implies d{u^) € HQ(Q,). 

3.3. Equivariant mappings. 

Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold which is metrically complete. In 
case dM ^ {} the boundary is assumed to be smooth and compact. Let 
F = 7ri(M) be the fundamental group of M and let M be the universal cover 
of M. If X is a metric space and p : T —> Isom(X) a homomorphism then p 
is called a representation of F. A special example is the action of F on M 
via deck transformations. 

A map u : M —> X is called F- equivariant if 

u(jx) = p(^)(u(x))    \/x G M, 7 G F. 

It has been pointed out in [9] that for a F-equivariant map u the function 
d(u(x),u(y)) is invariant with respect to the domain action.  If the map u 
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is locally a Sobolev map then it follows that the Sobolev energy density 
(compare Section 3.1) is r-invariant, so one may think of it as being defined 
on M. 

Let X be an NPC space and Q : M —► X a Borel measurable F- 
equivariant map with separable range. The space Z^(M, X) is the set of 

Borel measurable F-equivariant functions from M into X with separable 
range for which 

d2(^(:r), Q(x)) dfig(x) < oo, / 
JM 

endowed with the distance function 

D(u, v) =  /   d2(u(x), v(x)) dng(x), 
JM 

This definition makes l£(M,X) into an NPC space. 
As in Section 3.2 the functional G is chosen to be the Dirichlet energy, 

restricted to a fundamental domain, of course, 

G(u) = l [  \S?u\\x)drg(x), 
Z JM 

and the space L under consideration is L2
p(M, X). The general theory is 

applicable as before. 

Theorem 3.5. If (f) is a T-equivariant map from M into X with finite 
Dirichlet energy then the harmonic map flow starting at (j) has a solution 
u(t) in the sense of Theorem 1.13. Furthermore, u(t) is T-equivariant for 
t>0. 

3.4. Flow for the p-Sobolev energy, p < 2. 

The setting of this section is similar to the one on the Dirichlet problem. 
{L,D) will be a subset of (I/2(fi, X),D) for an NPC space X and a Rie- 
mannian domain H. It might seem somewhat artificial to choose L2(f2, -X") 
instead of 1^(17, X), however this is necessary because L^fi, X) is an NPC 
space only if p = 2. The functional G is chosen to be the p-Sobolev energy 

G[u) = Eu= f ys/u\p{x)dlAg{x). 
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In case O is a Euclidean domain and X = R then the Euler-Lagrange 
equation for stationary points of this energy functional is 

div(|V<-2Vu) = 0. 

The left hand side of this equation is usually called the p-Laplacian. 
In [9] it has been shown that u \-> Eu is a lower semicontinuous functional 

on LPiyt, X) for p > 1. If Vt has finite volume then convergence in L2(f2, X) 
implies convergence in Lp(fi,X) for 1 < p < 2. Hence the p-Sobolev energy 
functional is lower semicontinuous for p < 2 if considered as a functional on 
L2(f},X). It now needs to be shown that the p-Sobolev energy is convex. 
To this end one needs another result from the theory of NPC spaces which 
is described below. 

Let (X,d) be an NPC space and pick four points {qo^o^i^Qi} in X. 
Let qt = (1 — t)qo + tqi and rt = (1 — t)ro + tri, then using a subembedding 
into R2 (cf. [9, 12]) one can show 

d{qu n) < (1 - t)d(qo, ro) + td(gi, n). 

Using the subembedding result together with the convexity of the real valued 
function x H-> X

9
 one obtains 

dV{qu rt) < (1 - t)dP{ffy, ro) + tdP{qu n). 

Setting go = UQ{X), qi = ui{x), ro = ^o(y)5 ri = ui{y), multiplying by 
(n + p)€~~(n+p)f with / G Cc(fi) and / > 0, and integrating over the set 
{(x, y) G tt x f2 : d(a;, y) < e}, one obtains in the notation of Section 3.1 

E?(f)<(l-t)E^(f) + tE^(f). 

Now let e —» 0 and take the limsup on both sides. As / G Cc(fi) was 
arbitrary one obtains the following inequality for the energy measures 

deut<(l-t)deUQ+tdeuK 

This shows first of all ut G W1*^ X) if both UQ, UI G W1*^, X), and ut G 
jBVr(ri,X) if both ^Qj^i ^ BV^j-X"). It also shows the desired convexity. 

Lemma 3.6. The p-Sobolev energy functional is convex on BV(fi, X) for 
p = 1, and on W1*^ X) for 1 < p < oo. 

Hence the general theory can be applied. The constant maps are clearly 
minimizers for E. Notice that Eu < oo is equivalent to u G W^^X) 
provided p > 1, and to u G BV(Q,,X) if p = 1. 
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Theorem 3.7. Let 1 < p < 2 and assume Q has finite volume. For 
any starting point UQ € W^fajX) fl L2(Q,X) the L2(Q,X)-gradient flow 
for the p-Sobolev energy exists in the sense of Theorem 1.13 with u(t) G 
W1'p(f2, X) fl L2(f], X) for t > 0, and the flow stays bounded for all times. 
Ifp = 1 then W^iiljX) needs to be replaced by BV(n,X). 

For a given element <^ G W^'^fJ, X) and dCl ^ {} one has a well-defined 
trace map tic/) provided £) is a Lipschitz domain, see [9], This allows to 
consider the boundary value problem by prescribing that u(t) is to have the 
same boundary values as 0. 

Definition 7. 

W^p(n,X) = {ue W^i^X) : tr 0 = tvu and Eu < E*} . 

As for the case p = 2 one can show that W^'p(ft, X) fl L2(ft, X) is an NPC 

space if endowed with the L2(f},X) metric, 1 < p < 2. In case Q is not a 
Lipschitz domain one can also adapt the more general definition outlined in 
the section on the p = 2 case. 

Theorem 3.8. (Solvability of the Initial Boundary Value Prob- 
lem) Let 1 < p < 2 and assume Q has finite volume. For any map 
</> G W1,P(Q,X) fl L2(0, X) the following problem admits a solution in the 
sense of Theorem 1.13: 

u(t) is an L2(fi, X)-gradient flow for the p-Sobolev energy for t > 0, 

<   u(O) = 0, 
^ tTu(t) = tT(l)fort>0. 

Remark. The equivariant map flow problem also can be generalized to the 
case 1 < p < 2. The details are omitted. 
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